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The Middle School DebateThe Middle School Debate

Section ISection I
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The DebateThe Debate

The debate is not new.The debate is not new.
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The Debate conThe Debate con’’tt

Research & ComparisonsResearch & Comparisons

•• Local:Local: Blue Ribbon Commission visitsBlue Ribbon Commission visits

•• National:National: Literature Review, NMSALiterature Review, NMSA

•• International:International: The European League for Middle Level The European League for Middle Level 
Education (ELMLE)Education (ELMLE)

•• Conversations with colleaguesConversations with colleagues
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What is Middle School?What is Middle School?

Section IISection II
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What is Middle School? conWhat is Middle School? con’’tt

•• No clear cut definitionNo clear cut definition

–– Article by the Article by the National Center for Education StatisticsNational Center for Education Statistics, , 
entitled; In the Middle: Characteristics of Public entitled; In the Middle: Characteristics of Public 
Schools With a Focus on Middle Schools defined  Schools With a Focus on Middle Schools defined  
middle schools as including grades 5 through 8 which middle schools as including grades 5 through 8 which 
focused on teaching young adolescents.focused on teaching young adolescents.

–– Middle School is the period of time between Middle School is the period of time between 
elementary school and high school, and functions as a elementary school and high school, and functions as a 
bridge between the two. bridge between the two. [math[math--andand--readingreading--helphelp--forfor--
kids.org / Middle Schools Around the World]kids.org / Middle Schools Around the World]
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What is Middle School ? conWhat is Middle School ? con’’tt

•• District Considerations:District Considerations:

–– Projected enrollmentsProjected enrollments

–– Size of the schoolSize of the school

–– Number of transitions to be made by studentsNumber of transitions to be made by students

–– Overall school / district goalsOverall school / district goals
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Definition of Best PracticeDefinition of Best Practice

Section IIISection III
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Definition of Best PracticeDefinition of Best Practice

Best PracticesBest Practices
are defined as strategies, activities or approaches are defined as strategies, activities or approaches 

that have been shown through research and evaluation that have been shown through research and evaluation 
to be effective and/or efficient. to be effective and/or efficient. 
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Keys to Educating Young AdolescentsKeys to Educating Young Adolescents

Section IVSection IV
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Keys to Educating Young AdolescentsKeys to Educating Young Adolescents

•• Essential AttributesEssential Attributes

–– Developmentally ResponsiveDevelopmentally Responsive

–– ChallengingChallenging

–– EmpoweringEmpowering

–– EquitableEquitable
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Keys to Educating Young Adolescents conKeys to Educating Young Adolescents con’’tt

Curriculum, Instruction, and AssessmentCurriculum, Instruction, and Assessment

1.1. Educators value young adolescents and are prepared Educators value young adolescents and are prepared 
to teach them. to teach them. 

2.2. Students and teachers are engaged in active, Students and teachers are engaged in active, 
purposeful learning.purposeful learning.

3.3. Curriculum is challenging, exploratory, integrative, and Curriculum is challenging, exploratory, integrative, and 
relevant.  relevant.  

4.4. Educators use multiple learning and teaching Educators use multiple learning and teaching 
approaches.approaches.

5.5. Varied and ongoing assessments advance learning as Varied and ongoing assessments advance learning as 
well as measure it.  well as measure it.  
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Keys to Educating Young Adolescents conKeys to Educating Young Adolescents con’’tt

Leadership and OrganizationLeadership and Organization

6.6. A shared vision developed by all stakeholders guides A shared vision developed by all stakeholders guides 
every decision.every decision.

7.7. Leaders are committed to and knowledgeable about this Leaders are committed to and knowledgeable about this 
age group, educational research, and best practices.age group, educational research, and best practices.

8.8. Leaders demonstrate courage and collaboration.Leaders demonstrate courage and collaboration.

9.9. Ongoing professional development reflects best Ongoing professional development reflects best 
educational practices.educational practices.

10.10.Organizational structures foster purposeful learning and Organizational structures foster purposeful learning and 
meaningful relationships.meaningful relationships.
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Keys to Educating Young Adolescents conKeys to Educating Young Adolescents con’’tt

Culture and CommunityCulture and Community

11.11. The school environment is inviting, safe, inclusive and The school environment is inviting, safe, inclusive and 
supportive of all.  supportive of all.  

12.12. Every studentEvery student’’s academic and personal development is s academic and personal development is 
guided by an adult advocate.guided by an adult advocate.

13.13. Comprehensive guidance and support services meet Comprehensive guidance and support services meet 
the needs of young adolescents.the needs of young adolescents.

14.14. Health and wellness are supported in curricula, schoolHealth and wellness are supported in curricula, school--
wide programs, and related policies.wide programs, and related policies.

15.15. The school actively involves families in the education The school actively involves families in the education 
of their children.  of their children.  

16.16. The school includes community and business partners.  The school includes community and business partners.  
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Best Practices Best Practices 
That Support Successful ImplementationThat Support Successful Implementation

Section VSection V

Source: The Center for Policy Studies, Education Research, and CSource: The Center for Policy Studies, Education Research, and Community Developmentommunity Development
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Best Practices Best Practices 
That Support Successful ImplementationThat Support Successful Implementation

•• High quality classroom teachers and school High quality classroom teachers and school 
administratorsadministrators

•• Rigorous academic standards, curricula, and methods of Rigorous academic standards, curricula, and methods of 
instructioninstruction

•• Small classes and small schoolsSmall classes and small schools

•• High quality facilitiesHigh quality facilities

•• High quality text books, instructional materials, and High quality text books, instructional materials, and 
library resourceslibrary resources
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Best Practices Best Practices 
That Support Successful ImplementationThat Support Successful Implementation

concon’’tt

•• Access to computer technologyAccess to computer technology

•• High quality counselingHigh quality counseling

•• Support services for struggling studentsSupport services for struggling students

•• Common planning timeCommon planning time

•• Scheduling plansScheduling plans
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Best Practices Best Practices 
That Support Successful Implementation That Support Successful Implementation 

concon’’tt

•• Elective subjects Elective subjects 

•• MiniMini--course programscourse programs

•• Time allotted for instructional coreTime allotted for instructional core

•• Guidance programsGuidance programs

•• Grade span configuration [Not in isolation]Grade span configuration [Not in isolation]
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The New York Research StudyThe New York Research Study

Section VISection VI
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New York Study OverviewNew York Study Overview

•• Purpose was to identify key elements that contribute to Purpose was to identify key elements that contribute to 
consistently higher performance, particularly by schools consistently higher performance, particularly by schools 
serving large numbers of students in poverty.serving large numbers of students in poverty.

•• 16 middle schools in NY state16 middle schools in NY state

•• 10 whose students consistently achieve at higher levels 10 whose students consistently achieve at higher levels 
on NY State Assessmenton NY State Assessment

•• 6 that get consistently average results6 that get consistently average results
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New York Study DemographicsNew York Study Demographics

•• Grade spans:  5Grade spans:  5--8, 68, 6--8, and 78, and 7--88
•• Enrollments:  387 to 1237Enrollments:  387 to 1237
•• F/R Lunch Eligible:  13% to 74%F/R Lunch Eligible:  13% to 74%
•• English Language Learners:  0% English Language Learners:  0% -- 14%14%
•• African American:  1%African American:  1%--46%46%
•• Hispanic:  1%Hispanic:  1%--68%68%
•• White:  1%White:  1%--100%100%
•• Other:  0%Other:  0%--6%6%
•• PPE:  $10,448 PPE:  $10,448 -- $20,610$20,610
•• Gr.8 ELA Proficient:  48%Gr.8 ELA Proficient:  48%--72%72%
•• Gr.8 Math Proficient  37% Gr.8 Math Proficient  37% -- 88%88%
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New York Study FindingsNew York Study Findings

Higher performing middle schools Higher performing middle schools 
build a culture of success build a culture of success 

by consistently maintaining these five common elements:by consistently maintaining these five common elements:

1.1. Trusting and respectful relationshipsTrusting and respectful relationships
2.2. StudentsStudents’’ social and emotional wellsocial and emotional well--beingbeing
3.3. TeamworkTeamwork
4.4. EvidenceEvidence--based decision makingbased decision making
5.5. Shared vision of mission and goalsShared vision of mission and goals
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New York Study FrameworkNew York Study Framework

District PracticesDistrict Practices

School PracticesSchool Practices

Classroom PracticesClassroom Practices
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools StudiedNew York Middle Schools Studied

School #1School #1
J Taylor Finley MS,J Taylor Finley MS, HuntingtonHuntington

•• A diverse population enriches this 650A diverse population enriches this 650-- student school.  student school.  
Embracing Embracing ““what is common among us and not what is what is common among us and not what is 
different,different,”” staff work together to be sure that all students staff work together to be sure that all students 
gain the knowledge and skills they need. gain the knowledge and skills they need. Teams collaborate Teams collaborate 
daily on student issuesdaily on student issues, sharing information and resources. , sharing information and resources. 
They are They are expected to follow the teacherexpected to follow the teacher--developed curriculum developed curriculum 
maps and teach to the stated objectivesmaps and teach to the stated objectives, but no single , but no single 
instructional approach is mandated. Teachers as well as instructional approach is mandated. Teachers as well as 
community members serve on key decisioncommunity members serve on key decision--making making 
committees; the administration goes out into the community committees; the administration goes out into the community 
and also invites parents in.  and also invites parents in.  The school makes a special effort The school makes a special effort 
to reach parents of minority students and of children who are to reach parents of minority students and of children who are 
underperformingunderperforming, offering strategies for them to help their , offering strategies for them to help their 
children succeed.children succeed.
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’

School #2School #2
Holland Middle School,  Holland Middle School,  HollandHolland

•• With fewer than 400 students, this rural school is the center With fewer than 400 students, this rural school is the center 
of its community. Respect and responsibilityof its community. Respect and responsibility—— including the including the 
responsibility to do oneresponsibility to do one’’s bests best——are twin goals that staff are twin goals that staff 
constantly model and reinforce to students, as they strive to constantly model and reinforce to students, as they strive to 
build character as the basis for student success. build character as the basis for student success. Teachers Teachers 
work together in learning communities and use common work together in learning communities and use common 
meeting time for professional developmentmeeting time for professional development, which includes , which includes 
work on curriculum, instruction, assessment, and student work on curriculum, instruction, assessment, and student 
needs. needs. The administration seeks to hire teachers who give The administration seeks to hire teachers who give 
personal attention to students and never give up on any personal attention to students and never give up on any 
studentstudent.  Communication and trust between and among .  Communication and trust between and among 
teachers and administrators support their efforts, where the teachers and administrators support their efforts, where the 
goal each year is to improve performance 5%.goal each year is to improve performance 5%.
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #3School #3
J.F. Kennedy MS,J.F. Kennedy MS, UticaUtica

•• Educators compete to work in this large school (more than Educators compete to work in this large school (more than 
1000 students) because of its 1000 students) because of its ““can docan do”” attitude. Like the attitude. Like the 
students, they feel safe and supported as they strive to meet students, they feel safe and supported as they strive to meet 
the personal and academic needs of every student, many of the personal and academic needs of every student, many of 
whom are recent immigrants.  Limited resources and high whom are recent immigrants.  Limited resources and high 
poverty levels increase the challenges, which are met with poverty levels increase the challenges, which are met with 
curriculum aligned state standards and constantly assessed curriculum aligned state standards and constantly assessed 
and updatedand updated.. Progress and achievement are monitored, and Progress and achievement are monitored, and 
adjustments to instruction and/or schedule made in response.adjustments to instruction and/or schedule made in response.
For example, when block scheduling didnFor example, when block scheduling didn’’t lead to student t lead to student 
achievement gains, the school tweaked the schedule to add achievement gains, the school tweaked the schedule to add 
more instructional time in smaller groups in mathematics and more instructional time in smaller groups in mathematics and 
English language arts.English language arts.
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #4School #4
Albert Leonard MS,Albert Leonard MS, New RochelleNew Rochelle

•• This 1200+ student school strives for excellence and equity This 1200+ student school strives for excellence and equity 
amid a changing demographic.  Despite increasing prosperity amid a changing demographic.  Despite increasing prosperity 
in the city, more of its studentsin the city, more of its students’’ families are not sharing in the families are not sharing in the 
economic growth.  Nevertheless, it continues to maintain very economic growth.  Nevertheless, it continues to maintain very 
high expectations for performance by all on the same core high expectations for performance by all on the same core 
curriculum.  To accomplish this, curriculum.  To accomplish this, the school organizes teachers the school organizes teachers 
and students into clusters that enable teachers to know and students into clusters that enable teachers to know 
students well and to offer integrated instructionstudents well and to offer integrated instruction with arts as a with arts as a 
focus. The focus. The curriculum is articulated, monitored, and evaluated curriculum is articulated, monitored, and evaluated 
constantlyconstantly. Classes are grouped heterogeneously, with . Classes are grouped heterogeneously, with 
instruction differentiatedinstruction differentiated. This instruction takes place within a . This instruction takes place within a 
safe and nurturing culture that strives to make all students safe and nurturing culture that strives to make all students 
believe that they can be learners at a high level.believe that they can be learners at a high level.
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #5School #5
Niagara MS, Niagara MS, Niagara FallsNiagara Falls

•• Collaboration within the school as well as with community partneCollaboration within the school as well as with community partners rs 
characterizes this 600characterizes this 600--student school. Teachers strive for deep student school. Teachers strive for deep 
understanding, providing instruction that allows students understanding, providing instruction that allows students 
opportunities for personal choice, group problem solving, and opportunities for personal choice, group problem solving, and 
independent decision making.  independent decision making.  Both teachers and the principal pay Both teachers and the principal pay 
close attention to student work to close attention to student work to ““be sure they get itbe sure they get it””; if not, they ; if not, they 
adjust instruction accordingly, working with their teams as welladjust instruction accordingly, working with their teams as well as as 
with specialistswith specialists.  Also assisting and supporting teachers is ongoing, .  Also assisting and supporting teachers is ongoing, 
jobjob--embedded professional development, including with districtembedded professional development, including with district--
based literacy and mathematics coaches. Teachers report being based literacy and mathematics coaches. Teachers report being 
““treated as professionalstreated as professionals”” and are involved in decision making, and are involved in decision making, 
problem solving, and sharing successful practices at conferencesproblem solving, and sharing successful practices at conferences
and meetings.and meetings.
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #6School #6
Port Chester MS, Port Chester MS, Port ChesterPort Chester--RyeRye

•• This awardThis award--winning school is not yet satisfied with its results, winning school is not yet satisfied with its results, 
but a longbut a long--standing and committed staff continue to make standing and committed staff continue to make 
learning learning ““come alivecome alive”” for their 800 students. for their 800 students. They attribute They attribute 
their success in helping to close the achievement gap to their success in helping to close the achievement gap to 
working together for success for all students; ensuring a safe, working together for success for all students; ensuring a safe, 
secure, and nurturing environment for everyone; committed secure, and nurturing environment for everyone; committed 
leadership; and a leadership; and a ““familyfamily”” atmosphere that expects and atmosphere that expects and 
values the contributions of everyonevalues the contributions of everyone. Academically, they co. Academically, they co--
teach, work in teams, stay with students over more than one teach, work in teams, stay with students over more than one 
year, and integrate language and literacy skills throughout the year, and integrate language and literacy skills throughout the 
curriculum.  They differentiate instruction and challenge curriculum.  They differentiate instruction and challenge 
students to do and be their best while striving to help students to do and be their best while striving to help 
students find joy in the process.students find joy in the process.
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #7School #7
Queensbury MS, Queensbury MS, QueensburyQueensbury

•• Approximately 1000 students attend this suburban school. A Approximately 1000 students attend this suburban school. A 
culture of continuous improvement pervades in an culture of continuous improvement pervades in an 
atmosphere of trust and collaborationatmosphere of trust and collaboration that makes it safe to that makes it safe to 
confront, admit, and discuss weaknesses and take risks. confront, admit, and discuss weaknesses and take risks. Self Self 
improvement is expectedimprovement is expected. The curriculum map is a . The curriculum map is a ““living living 
documentdocument”” that is tweaked to address needs. Student that is tweaked to address needs. Student 
achievement is the schoolachievement is the school’’s primary focus, but the school s primary focus, but the school 
attends to the whole child through character education, a attends to the whole child through character education, a 
variety of extravariety of extra--curricular activities to capture the interests of curricular activities to capture the interests of 
and engage students, and engage students, peer tutoring and other academic peer tutoring and other academic 
supports, and supports, and ““guideguide”” rooms that provide a small setting of rooms that provide a small setting of 
approximately 12 students with an adult staff member approximately 12 students with an adult staff member 
throughout the studentsthroughout the students’’ three years at the schoolthree years at the school..
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #8School #8
VernonVernon--VeronaVerona--Sherrill MS, Sherrill MS, SherrillSherrill

•• ConnectionsConnections are key. In striving to get are key. In striving to get ““all kids to the point all kids to the point 
where they can succeed,where they can succeed,”” the school tries to ensure that the school tries to ensure that 
every student feels connected. every student feels connected. Teachers in teams loopTeachers in teams loop with with 
students from grade 7 to 8. They pay close attention to each students from grade 7 to 8. They pay close attention to each 
child each day to pick up and address academic or child each day to pick up and address academic or 
social/emotional problems while they are nascent; teams are social/emotional problems while they are nascent; teams are 
empowered to consult specialists, parents, and others in order empowered to consult specialists, parents, and others in order 
to address problems. They strive, too, to offer to address problems. They strive, too, to offer a connected a connected 
and consistent curriculum that matches studentsand consistent curriculum that matches students’’ needs, needs, 
interests, and resources, and special and regular educationinterests, and resources, and special and regular education. A . A 
variety of activities provide yet another way to connect to variety of activities provide yet another way to connect to 
studentsstudents’’ interests. All this takes place within a interests. All this takes place within a unified vision unified vision 
for student success and a plan for achieving itfor student success and a plan for achieving it..
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #9School #9
West MS, West MS, BinghamtonBinghamton

•• This school is on a quest for continuous improvement. This school is on a quest for continuous improvement. 
Strategic planning and management guide decisions about Strategic planning and management guide decisions about 
curriculum, instruction, and professional development. curriculum, instruction, and professional development. 
Teachers tailor instruction to meet each studentTeachers tailor instruction to meet each student’’s needs s needs so so 
that all can gain the knowledge and skills essential for currentthat all can gain the knowledge and skills essential for current
and future success. and future success. They push students hard while They push students hard while 
encouraging all students to see their potential to be encouraging all students to see their potential to be 
successfulsuccessful.  Faculty members strive to make classes fun, .  Faculty members strive to make classes fun, 
engaging, and relevant. Positive relationships among the staff engaging, and relevant. Positive relationships among the staff 
and administrators (including the teachersand administrators (including the teachers’’ professional professional 
association), widespread collaboration with a sense of association), widespread collaboration with a sense of 
meaningful agency, and meaningful agency, and an ethos of hard work and an ethos of hard work and 
determination build a culture of accomplishmentdetermination build a culture of accomplishment..
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The Ten Higher Performing The Ten Higher Performing 
New York Middle Schools Studied conNew York Middle Schools Studied con’’tt

School #10School #10
Westbury MS, Westbury MS, WestburyWestbury

•• 850 6th850 6th--8th8th--graders, many of them recent immigrants from graders, many of them recent immigrants from 
Central America and the Caribbean, find academic success Central America and the Caribbean, find academic success 
here. The school tries to keep the American dream alive for here. The school tries to keep the American dream alive for 
all students and parents by all students and parents by setting clear expectations for setting clear expectations for 
student performance and behavior, and establishing high student performance and behavior, and establishing high 
academic goals and continually measuring progressacademic goals and continually measuring progress toward toward 
meeting them. A variety of activities and programs support meeting them. A variety of activities and programs support 
students needing it, teachers receive support when asked to students needing it, teachers receive support when asked to 
make changes to curriculum or instruction, and make changes to curriculum or instruction, and community community 
involvement is a major focus of the district and schoolinvolvement is a major focus of the district and school. All . All 
notices to parents are provided in three languages, and the notices to parents are provided in three languages, and the 
school also offers English language classes for immigrant school also offers English language classes for immigrant 
parents.parents.
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Closing StatementClosing Statement

NMSA This We BelieveNMSA This We Believe

•• Culture MattersCulture Matters
–– CollaborationCollaboration
–– Shared VisionShared Vision
–– Safe environmentSafe environment
–– High expectations for allHigh expectations for all
–– Adult advocate for every studentAdult advocate for every student


